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About me
● Intern at NASA Glenn Research Center
○ Scientific Computing and 
Visualization Team
● Student at Michigan State University
○ B.S. Computer Science 
○ Pursuing M.S. Computer Science
● Two years experience in data science and 
machine learning
Objectives
Predictive modeling
Can we use machine 
learning to create 
accurate predictive 
models for sound 
modeling?
Data Insight
Can we learn more about 
the domain?
Do we need to modify 
our experiments?
Requirements
Hardware requirements?
Time requirements?
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Machine Learning:
A  cras h cours e.
Output value is  weighted s um of 
inputs  (or features )
Linear Model
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Output can be a vector (multiple 
values ). Each feature will have a 
different weight, or parameter, for 
every predicted output value.
Linear Model
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Often output cannot eas ily be 
modeled by a linear combination of 
features . 
Linear Model
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Add hidden layer which applies  
s ome non-linear function 
(activation) to the output of the firs t 
linear s ys tem. 
Many options  for non-linear 
activation.
Neural Network
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Output is  now the weighted s um of 
the hidden layer activations .
Neural Network
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Each hidden layer abs tracts  things  
a little more.
Neural Network
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Input s hape is  defined by your data.
Neural Network
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Output s hape is  defined by your 
data.
Neural Network
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Hidden layers ..? 
Up to you. Typical to s tart with 
s omething in between your input 
and output s izes .
Neural Network
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Hidden layers ..? 
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Neural Network
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Initialize random weights.
Training
17
Feed network an observed sample 
input, compute a predicted output.
Training
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Compute some error (or los s ) 
between the predicted output and 
the obs erved s ample output. 
Many options  for los s  functions . 
Training
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Update weights such that the error 
will be les s  when we predict this  
s ample again.
Training
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Training vs. Val idation
T raining data
● Samples used to fit your 
parameters to your data.
● Learn the parameters which 
minimize loss for training set.
Val idation data
● Samples used to measure your 
model’s performance
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The Experiment
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The Approach
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Results
Round Nozzle
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Round Nozzle
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Rectangular Nozzle
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Error
Round Nozzle Model
# Validation Samples: 4272
Average: +/ - 0.575 dB
Wors t s ample:   +/- 2.23 dB
Rectangular Nozzle Model
#  Validation Samples : 12594
Average: +/- 0.599 dB
Wors t s ample:   +/- 3.47 dB
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Error
Round Nozzle Model Rectangular Nozzle Model
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Live Demo
I move the 
sliders and 
the plot 
changes.
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Go deeper?
No, go shallower
Modeling the data looks  promis ing.
Rapidly prototype s mall models , 
turn knobs , flip s witches , s ee what 
happens .
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Reduce the feature space
Simplify experiments
Collect more data
How do we do i t?
1. Python 3.6 (free)
2. Keras  + Tens orFlow (free)
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DISCLAIMER:
Results may vary...
Neural network
short, thin, and simple
● Only 15 input features
● 7,000 trainable parameters
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Consider...
image classifier
● 224x224 color image over 
150,000 features
● Good clas s ifiers  contain 
millions  to hundreds  of millions  
of trainable parameters
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Data
~20mb
● 1700 experiments  X 24 
microphones
● 42,000 total data points
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This is a good appl ication 
of m achine learning.
What’s next? Try holding out certain ranges of 
features, test extrapolation ability.
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What’s next? Add another dimension to observer 
position.
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What’s next? Modify loss function to incentivize close fit on frequencies of 
annoyance.
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What’s next? Investigate poor predictions, identify weak points in data 
acquisition or feature range.
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Questions?
